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About Long Island Reads 
 

                                            One Island-One Book 

 

 

 

 

One Book projects are community-wide reading programs. The first One Book 

project was initiated by the Washington Center for the Book in 1998.  Since then, 

the concept has spread across the United States and around the world.  Seattle  

librarian, Nancy Pearl, author of Book Lust and More Book Lust, and NPR book 

critic, is the mastermind behind the One City, One Book phenomenon.   

 

To see a listing of One City, One Book projects visit the Library of Congress 

website at www.read.gov/resources/.  Projects are listed by state, city and author.  

While at the Library of Congress site, check out their Center for the Book.   

 

The Long Island Reads Committee is a group of librarians and library            

employees from Nassau and Suffolk counties on Long Island, New York who      

volunteer to work on this island-wide reading initiative. Each spring people in 

Nassau and  Suffolk read the same book, participate in discussions of the            

selection, and enjoy related events in public libraries.  

Many Long Island Reads events take place during 

National Library Week, April 9-15, 2017 

For more information about  

Long Island Reads One Island-One Book visit: 

www.longislandreads.org  



About Erik Larson 

 

  

 

 

 Erik Larson grew up in Freeport, Long Island. He studied Russian history at 

the University of Pennsylvania and graduated summa cum laude in 1976. After a 

year off, he attended the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism, 

graduating in 1978. He was inspired to go into journalism after seeing the        

movie All the President's Men and his first job was in New York as an editorial  

assistant — meaning gopher — for a publisher in New York.  

 Larson's first newspaper job was with The Bucks County Courier 

Times in Levittown, Pennsylvania, where he wrote about murder, witches,         

environmental poisons, and other "equally pleasant" things. He later became a 

features writer for The Wall Street Journal and TIME magazine, where he is still 

a contributing writer. His magazine stories have appeared in The New            

Yorker, The Atlantic Monthly, Harper's, and other publications. 

 He lived for years in Seattle, but has recently returned to New York with his 

wife and three daughters. 

Honors and awards 

 Erik Larson is the author of five New York Times bestsellers, most             

recently Dead Wake: The Last Crossing of the Lusitania.  His previous book, In the 

Garden of Beasts: Love, Terror, and an American Family in Hitler’s Berlin, also 

hit #1 and remained on the printed list for 35 weeks. Movie rights were optioned 

by Universal Studios and Tom Hanks’ Playtone. Erik’s book The Devil in the 

White City stayed on the Times’ hardcover and paperback lists for a combined     

total of over five years. It won an Edgar Award for nonfiction crime writing and 

was a finalist for a National Book Award; the option to make a movie of the book 

was  acquired in November 2010 by Leonardo DiCaprio. In August, 2015,           

DiCaprio formed a new alliance to make the film, in which Martin Scorsese will 

direct, and Billy Ray will write the screenplay; Paramount will be the backing    

studio.  

Information collected from Erik Larson’s website http://eriklarsonbooks.com/ 



Synopsis 

 On May 1, 1915, with WWI entering its tenth month, a luxury ocean liner as 

richly appointed as an English country house sailed out of New York, bound for 

Liverpool, carrying a record number of children and infants. The passengers were 

surprisingly at ease, even though Germany had declared the seas around Britain 

to be a war zone. For months, German U-boats had brought terror to the North 

Atlantic. But the Lusitania was one of the era’s great transatlantic 

“Greyhounds”—the fastest liner then in service—and her captain, William    

Thomas Turner, placed tremendous faith in the gentlemanly strictures of warfare 

that for a century had kept civilian ships safe from attack. 

 Germany, however, was determined to change the rules of the game, and 

Walther Schwieger, the captain of Unterseeboot-20, was happy to oblige.       

Meanwhile, an ultra-secret British intelligence unit tracked Schwieger’s U-boat, 

but told no one. As U-20 and the Lusitania made their way toward Liverpool, an 

array of forces both grand and achingly small—hubris, a chance fog, a closely 

guarded secret, and more—all converged to produce one of the greatest disasters 

in history. 

 It is a story that many of us think we know but don’t, and Erik Larson tells 

it thrillingly, switching between hunter and hunted while painting a larger      

portrait of America at the height of the Progressive Era. Full of glamour and     

suspense, Dead Wake brings to life a cast of evocative characters, from famed  

Boston bookseller Charles Lauriat to pioneering female architect Theodate Pope 

to President Woodrow Wilson, a man lost to grief, dreading the widening war but 

also captivated by the prospect of new love. 

 Gripping and important, Dead Wake captures the sheer drama and          

emotional power of a disaster whose intimate details and true meaning have long 

been obscured by history. 



 

 

 

 

Erik Larson & Dead Wake Online 

 

REVIEWS 

The New York Times: http://nyti.ms/1A0qK2L  

The Seattle Times: http://bit.ly/2e8OMdR  

Kirkus: http://bit.ly/1z4jar7  

Publisher’s Weekly: http://bit.ly/2e22ifr  

Wall Street Journal: http://on.wsj.com/2dMuXHE 

NPR: http://n.pr/1B0tJYj  

 

SOCIAL MEDIA CONNECTIONS 

Erik Larson on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ErikLarsonAuthor/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/exlarson 

Blog: http://eriklarsonbooks.com/blog/ 

Dead Wake on Goodreads: http://bit.ly/2dr4xGk 

Erik Larson on Goodreads:  http://bit.ly/2ejrRZZ  

 

INTERVIEWS 

NPR interview: http://n.pr/1x6FM5T  

Book Page: http://bit.ly/2etC0ki  

New York Times: http://nyti.ms/1F51csc 

Christian Science Monitor: http://bit.ly/1FCo6CF  

 

VIDEOS 

Kirkus TV: http://bit.ly/2emuZUf  

C-SPAN: http://cs.pn/2euWElD  

Talks at Google: https://binged.it/2eSMLku  

Wall Street Journal video: https://binged.it/2dPYmvM  

 

 



Suggested Book Discussion Questions 

Provided by Random House: http://bit.ly/2egHLX8  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In his Note to Readers, Erik Larson writes that before researching Dead Wake, he 
thought he knew “everything there was to know” about the sinking of the           
Lusitania, but soon realized “how wrong he was.”  What did you know about the 
Lusitania before reading the book?  Did any of Larson’s revelations surprise you? 

 

After reading Dead Wake, what was your impression of Captain Turner?  Was he 
cautious enough?  How did you react to the Admiralty’s attempts to place the 
blame for the Lusitania’s sinking squarely on his shoulders? 

 

Erik Larson deftly weaves accounts of glamorous first-class passengers such as  
Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt with compelling images of middle-class families and of 
the ship’s crew.  Whose personal story resonated the most with you? 

 

Charles Lauriat went to extraordinary measures to protect his Thackeray       
drawings and his rare edition of A Christmas Carol, but eventually both were lost.  
In Lauriat’s position, which possessions would you have tried to save?  Why does 
Larson write in such great detail about the objects people brought aboard the    
Lusitania? 

 

Edith Galt Wilson would come to play a significant role in the White House after 
Woodrow Wilson suffered a massive stroke in 1919.  What made her a good match 
for Wilson?  What other aspects of Wilson’s personal life did you find intriguing? 

 

Why was Wilson so insistent on maintaining neutrality even as German U-boat 
attacks claimed American lives?  Was his reluctance to go to war justified? 

 

How did Captain Schwieger’s leadership style compare with that of Captain 
Turner?  Did you feel sympathy for Schwieger and his crew? 



Suggested Book Discussion Questions 

Provided by Random House: http://bit.ly/2egHLX8  
 

By attacking civilian ships, were Captain Schwieger and his U-20 crew             
committing acts of terrorism?  Does it matter that Germany ran advertisements 
declaring the waters around Great Britain to be a war zone? 

 

How did you respond to the many what-ifs that Larson raises about U.S.             
involvement in the Great War?  Would Wilson have abandoned his isolationist 
stance without the Lusitania tragedy?  Could Germany and Mexico have           
succeeded in conquering the American Southwest ? 

 

Though the British Navy was tracking U-20’s location, it didn’t alert the             
Lusitania, nor did it  provide a military escort.  Why not?  Do you consider 
Churchill and Room 40 partly to blame for the sinking?  How should countries  
balance the integrity of their intelligence operations with their duty to protect    
civilians? 

 

Some have argued that Churchill deliberately chose not to protect the Lusitania 
in hopes that the sinking of such a prominent ship would draw the United States 
into the war.  After reading Larson’s account, what do you think of this theory? 

 

While Germany’s advertisement scared away some would-be Lusitania              
passengers, most placed their faith in the British Navy to protect the ship, and 
some laughed off the risk altogether.  In their position, would you have cancelled 
your ticket? 

 

What lessons does the sinking of the Lusitania have for us in the twenty-first   
century? 

 

 

 

 



Suggestions for Reading Critically                                                        

Adapted from the Library of Congress Center for the Book Guidelines 

The best stories are those that connect to human experience. They reveal an important truth, or provide a     

profound sense of kinship between reader and writer.  Searching for, identifying, and discussing these truths 

deepens the reader's appreciation of the story.  Asking questions, reading carefully, imagining yourself in the    

story, analyzing style and structure, and searching for personal meaning in a work of literature all enhance the 

work's value and the discussion potential for your group.  Here are some helpful suggestions on how you can     

become a more critical reader. 

 

Make notes and mark pages as you go.  Reading for a book discussion – whether you are the leader or     

simply a participant – differs somewhat from reading purely for pleasure.  As you read a book in        

preparation for a discussion, ask questions of yourself and mark down pages to which you might want to 

refer again. Make notes like, "Is this significant?" or "Why does the author include this?" Making notes as 

you go slows down your reading but saves you the time of searching out important passages later. 
 

Ask tough questions of yourself and the book.  Obviously, asking questions of yourself as you read means 

you don't know the answer yet, and sometimes you never will discover the answers.  Don't be afraid to 

ask hard questions because often the author is presenting difficult issues for that very purpose.  Look for 

questions that may lead to in-depth conversations with your group and make the readings more        

meaningful. 
 

Pay attention to the authors’ messages.  As with any skill, critical reading improves with practice. Remember 

that a good author uses every word in a text deliberately.  Try to be aware of what the authors are          

revealing about themselves and what they want you to learn about life from their perspectives. 
 

Analyze themes.  Try to analyze the important themes of a story and to consider the premises with which the 

author started.  Imagine an author mulling over the beginnings of the story, asking, "what if" questions. 
 

Get to know the characters.  When you meet the characters in the book, place yourself at the scene.  Think 

of them as you do the people around you.  Judge them.  Think about their faults and their motives.  

What would it be like to interact with them?  Are the tone and style of their dialogue authentic?  Read 

portions aloud to get to know the voices of the characters. 
 

Notice the structure of the stories as well as the organization of the entire book.  Sometimes the structure of 

the book illustrates an important concept or helps to create a mood.  Notice how the editor structured 

the book. How do the stories relate to each other?  How are the individual stories and selections       

structured? 
 

Who are the narrators?  How does the sequence of events unfold to create the mood of the story?  Is it    

written in flashbacks?  Does the sequence of actions make sense to you? 
 

Make comparisons to other stories and works.  Compare the book and the stories to others that have a     

similar theme or style.  Often, themes run through an author's works that are more fully realized by    

comparison.  Comparing one author's work to that of another can help you solidify your opinions, as well 

as illuminate qualities you may otherwise miss. 
 



If you enjoyed Erik Larson’s Dead Wake … 

Look for these Non-Fiction Picks 

 A Night To Remember  by Walter Lord, c. 1955, 2005. 

  A riveting account of the Titanic’s fatal collision and the behavior of the passengers 

  and crew. Some sacrificed their lives, others fought for their survival.  This luxury          

  liner included extravagances such as a French “sidewalk café and a grand staircase,” 

  yet neglected to provide enough lifeboats for its 2,207 passengers on board. 

 The Perfect Storm by Sebastian Junger, c. 1997 

  Sebastian Junger takes us deep into the heart of the storm, depicting with vivid detail 

  the courage, terror and awe that surface in such a gale. The last moments of the        

  Andrea Gail  ship and crew are recreated and the daring high-seas rescues are          

  recounted that made heroes of some and victims of others.  A real-life thriller. 

 Lusitania: Triumph, Tragedy & The End of The Edwardian Age by 

 Greg King, c. 2015 

  The Lusitania was known as a ship of dreams, carrying millionaires and aristocrats,       

  actresses, impresarios and writers.  One hundred years later, it remains a mystery as 

  to why it may have been targeted on her final voyage from New York.   

 A Higher Form of Killing by Diana Preston, c. 2015 

  In April and May 1915, as WWI escalated, Germany violated agreements of the Hague 

  Conventions by spewing poison gas at French and Canadian soldiers and torpedoing 

  the passenger liner Lusitania without warning.  Preston links these events for the  

  first time. 

 Exploring The Lusitania by Robert D. Ballard, c. 2007 

  Marine geologist Ballard chronicles his investigation with an extremely  well-              

  documented account of the loss of the Lusitania.  The richly illustrated pages reveal 

  many historic pictures of the ship and an outstanding collection of artwork from        

  thousands of photographic images taken from the wreck itself.    

 Curse of The Narrows  by Laura MacDonald, c. 2005. 

  Traces the 1917  sinking of the SS Mont Blanc in Nova Scotia. Like the Lusitania, the 

  explosion of the Mont Blanc was caused by military action in the years leading up to 

  World War I, devastating the city of Halifax with lasting consequences. This account 

  also describes the subsequent relief mission and trial of the ship’s captain. 

 The Unseen Lusitania: The Ship in Rare Illustrations by Eric 

 Sauder, c. 2015 

  Although the Lusitania was the largest, fastest ship in the world and also                  

  a revolution in design, it is now sadly remembered for sinking in 18 minutes with the 

  loss of 1,198 lives on May 7, 1915.  Eric Sauder brings the ship to life once again with 

  never-before-seen material and vivid, unseen photographs from his private collection. 



If you enjoyed Erik Larson’s Dead Wake … 

Look for these Fiction Picks 

 The Star Of Istanbul  by Robert Olen Butler, c. 2013 

  World War I is in full swing and American spy and war correspondent Christopher   

  Marlowe Cobb is tasked with following a man who may be a German secret service  

  agent with vital information into perilous waters aboard the ship Lusitania. A sequel 

  to The Hot Country. 

 The Dressmaker by Kate Alcott, c. 2012 

  Tess, an aspiring seamstress is hired by famous designer Lady Duff Gordon to be a  

  personal maid on the Titanic’s doomed voyage and captures the attentions of  a kind   

  sailor.  Tess and the sailor manage to survive the tragedy unharmed, however they  

  cannot escape the scorn as rumors circulate of Lady Duff’s questionable acts during the 

  tragedy. 

 The Lifeboat by Charlotte Rogan, c. 2012 

  Grace Winter is forced into an overcrowded lifeboat after a mysterious explosion on  

  their trans-Atlantic ocean liner and must battle the elements and her fellow survivors 

  in order to survive.  As she recollects how her new husband set aside his own safety for 

  hers, she realizes that in order to live, there will be some on the lifeboat that must die.

 Murder On The Lusitania  by Conrad Allen, c. 1999 

  When George Dillman, a private detective, agrees to pose as a passenger on the  

  maiden voyage of the Lusitania, he expects to deal with petty crimes, until the ship’s 

  blueprints are stolen from the chief engineer’s room and a man is killed in his cabin.  

  Dillman must work quickly to discover who murdered the victim, a nosy journalist. 

 The Deepest Waters by Dan Walsh, c. 2011 

  What begins as a fairytale honeymoon for John and Laura aboard the steamship SS 

  Vandervere becomes a nightmare when a hurricane causes their ship to sink and  

  Laura finds herself separated from John as he drifts in the open sea with hundreds of 

other   men.  Laura dares to hope for a miracle in this emotional story of hope, faith and love. 

 Midnight Watch: A Novel of The Titanic and The Californian by 

 David Dyer, c. 2016 

  As the Titanic and her passengers sank slowly into the Atlantic Ocean, a nearby ship 

  looked on.  The Midnight Watch is a fictional telling of what may have occurred that 

  night on the SS Californian, and the resulting desperation of Officer Stone and        

  Captain Lord in the aftermath of their inaction.  

 The Girl Who Came Home by Hazel Gaynor, c. 2014. 

  Maggie is one of the few passengers to survive when disaster strikes on the Titanic and 

  she vows never to speak of the terror and panic of that fateful night.  Only after her      

  great-granddaughter is left adrift after the death of her father does she share her      

  secret, leading them both to unexpected reunions with those they thought they lost  

  long ago. 



 
The Long Island Reads 2017 Committee 

 
Valerie Acklin              Bellmore Memorial Library  

Samantha Alberts       Suffolk Cooperative Library System                                     

Laura Accardi             Patchogue-Medford Library 

Caroline Ashby            Nassau Library System 

Donna Diamond          Book Talk Leader          

Martha DiVittorio      Bellmore Memorial Library 

Ellen Drucker-Albert Cold Spring Harbor Library 

Maureen Garvey          retired                                                                                                  

Beth Gates             Rogers Memorial Library 

Ellen Getreu                 Hewlett-Woodmere Library  

Lauren Gilbert             Sachem Public Library 

Ann Gilmartin              Levittown Public Library 

Ginny Greenberg         Hofstra University 

   

 

 

 

 

Beth Gates, Long Island Reads Suffolk Chair, Rogers Memorial Library     

Janet Schneider, Long Island Reads Nassau Chair, Peninsula Public Library 

 

Reader’s Guide compiled by: Beth Gates, Rogers Memorial Library;  

Donna Mazovec, Huntington Public Library 

 

Special thanks to Astoria Bank 

 

 

 

 

Contact your public library for more information about 

Long Island Reads events during 

National Library Week, April 9-15, 2017 

Candace Hope                    Huntington Public Library   

Jocelyn Kaleita                  Westhampton Library 

Deborah Kinirons     Uniondale Public Library 

Donna Mazovec     Huntington Public Library 

Karen McCahey     Patchogue-Medford Library 

Thérèse Nielsen                 Huntington Public Library                         

Marcia Olsen                      retired  

Loretta Piscatella              retired                               

Michelle Rung       Northport-E. Northport 

Janet Schneider                Peninsula Public Library  

Carol Stern      Glen Cove Public Library     

Stephanie Vecchio            Middle Country Public Library 

Myrna Velez                       Brentwood Public Libfrary 



Long Island Reads 2017 Evaluation 

 

1. Have you read, or do you plan to read, Dead Wake? Yes ___ No ___                                                       

2. Have you visited the Long Island Reads website at www.longislandreads.org? Yes ___ No ___ 

3.  Which library do you belong to?

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  Please let us know what you thought about today’s program. 

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Have you participated in any Long Island Reads events in the past? Yes ____No ___  

6. Are you in a book club? Yes ___ No ___ 

Is it a library book club or independent?  

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. If you would like to suggest an author or title for Long Island Reads 2018, please do so below.  

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Are you a library employee? Yes ___ No ___  

 

Do you reside in Nassau___ or Suffolk____ 

 

Additional comments: 

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Please return this form to a member of the LI Reads committee here today or to: 

  Beth Gates,  Rogers Memorial Library                                                                         

  91 Coopers Farm Road                                                                                                        

  Southampton, NY 11968    

Thank you for participating in Long Island Reads! 


